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Abstract. In the present paper a method of analytical determination of reactions and angles of pressure is con-

sidered with the four-bar linkage as an example. The determined sequence for the expression of acceleration of 

the points and angle acceleration of the links is presented. Further the power analysis for Assur’s group is 

made. The equations of normal components of reactions are expressed as straight lines passing across given 

point in the given direction. The equations of the full reactions in the hinges are expressed as straight lines 

passing across two given points. After that the angles of pressure are expressed as the angles between directions 

of the speed and reactions. 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of the research is to examine of the an-
gles of pressure as the conditions for an algorithm of 
optimization of the linkages. In earlier publications 
[1, 2] analytical determination of the speeds and 
acceleration was described when the planes were 
considered as illustrations without construction and 
dimensions. In the present paper the same way of 
determination of reactions and angles of pressure is 
given. For example, the four-bar linkage is consid-
ered, scheme presented in Fig 1. 
 
 

 
 

Fig 1. Four-bar linkage 

2. Mathematical model 

The angle of pressure is the angle between the 
direction of the force put to supporting link at any 
point and the direction of the speed of that point [3]. 

The equations of the speed of the points A , B  
are expressed as straight lines in standard form. 

Point A  is taken as the start of coordinates 
(Fig 1). 

For the speed: 
 

Av : 
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For the speed: 
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Let us put the equations to standard form: 

 

0111 =++ CyBxA AA ,  (1) 

 

where 11 =A ; 11 tgϕ=B ; 01 =C . 
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Similarly to Bv : 

 

0222 =++ CyBxA BB ,   (2) 

 
where 

12 =A ; 32 tgϕ=B ; 

( )32222 tgsincos ϕ⋅ϕ+ϕ−= lC .  

 
The accelerations of the points are determined, 

so as to express the acceleration of the centres of 
masses and the angle acceleration of the links in the 
following sequence [1]: 
1) coordinates of the points of the plane of accel-

eration known by quantity and direction are de-
termined; 

2) the equations of the vectors known only by di-
rection (across given point in the given direc-
tion) are expressed; 

3) coordinates of the point of intersection of the 
last vectors are determined; 

4) values of acceleration of the centres of masses 
and angle acceleration of links are determined. 

 
Then the forces of inertia and their moments 

are determined. Further Assur’s group is considered 
(Fig 2). Tangential components of the reactions in 
the extreme hinges of Assur’s group are calculated. 
 

 
 

Fig 2. Assur’s group 

 
For the link 3: from the equation ∑ = 0BM , 

that is 0
33 3303 =−+

ии

t MhFlR  the 
tR03  is deter-

mined. 
Similarly for the link 2: from the equation 

∑ = 0BM  the tR12  is determined. 

Coordinates of beginnings and ends of vectors 
known by quantity and direction are determined. 

After that a chain of vectors is completed by 

addition tR12 to the beginning of the chain and tR03 to 

the end. 

The equations of normal components of reac-
tions as straight lines passing across given point in 
the given direction are expressed [4]. 

For the vector nR12 : 

 
( ) 0111 =−−− xxkyy .  (3) 

 

For the vector nR03 : 

( ) 0222 =−−− xxkyy .  (4) 

 
In the equations (3), (4) 2x , 2y  are coordinates 

of the end of vector tR03 ; 1x , 1y  are coordinates of 

the beginning of tR12 ; 21 tgϕ=k ; 32 tgϕ=k . 

After leading equations (3), (4) to standard 
form, coordinates of the point of intersection of 
these lines are determined: 
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where 2,14,3 kA −= ; 14,3 =B ;  2,12,12,14,3 yxkC −= . 

 
By the vector equation of the plane of forces for 

one link of the group, vector 23R  in a middle hinge 

B  in Assur’s group is determined. 
The equations of reactions in the hinges A  and 

B  are expressed as the straight lines passing across 

2 given points ( 0x , 0y  – coordinates of one of them 

are the common end of 12R  and 23R ): 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 0004,304,30 =−−−−− xxyyxxyy ,  (6) 

 
where 3x , 3y  are coordinates of the beginning 12R ; 

4x , 4y  are coordinates of the beginning 23R . 

3. Conclusion 

Thereafter the angles of pressure are deter-
mined as the angles between directions of speed and 
reactions [4]: 
 

6,52,16,52,1

2,16,56,52,1
,tg

BBAA

BABA
BA +

−
=γ , (7) 

 
where [ ]γ≤γ BA, ; 2,1A , 2,1B  are coefficients of the 

equations of speed in standard form; 6,5A , 6,5B  are 
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coefficients of the equations of reactions in standard 
form. 

In the case of arising of possible angles of pres-
sure corresponding combinations of links are not 
taken into account. 
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